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Meet John, hospitalized with a new stroke, ready for discharge
65 yrs old, DM2, CVD (on insulin, metformin, clopidogrel and statins), BMI 33
What about SGLT2-I or GLP-RA to reduce cardiorenal outcomes?
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How make sure John gets the right treatment, at the right time in 2023?

How can we enhance the evidence ecosystem 

to more efficiently create, re-use and share trustworthy health data?
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Agenda

• Clinical practice guideline perspective
– Progress in EBM standards and methods
– Why bother with Evidence Ecosystems
– Experiences from MAGIC
– Adding multiple comparisons and living 

evidence to existing challenges with 
sharing, reusing data

• Wishes from guideline developers and key 
challenges for systematic reviewers 

• A brighter future moving forward together?
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Health care professionals (and their patients) need guidelines
to be trustworthy, timely and accessible
Organisations need to apply best current standards, methods, platforms and processes
Great advances in EBM and digitalization can enhance the evidence ecosystem now
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Why bother with Evidence Ecosystems?
How can we let data flow seamlessly from production to impact on care?
Here is one model with key requirements,  what about the people?

Vandvik PO, Brandt L. Future of Evidence Ecosystem Series: Evidence ecosystems and learning health systems: why bother? 

Journal of Clinical Epidemiology. 2020. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.02.008

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.02.008
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2020.02.008
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Standards for trustworthy clinical practice guidelines
put high quality systematic reviews and evidence summaries at the core

“Clinical Practice Guidelines

are statements that include

recommendations intended to

optimize patient care. They are

informed by a systematic review of

evidence and an assessment of the

benefits and harms of alternative

care options“
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Advanced methods for appraising and presenting evidence
Using common method (e.g.,GRADE) is key, but how can we optimally share and re-use such evidence 
summaries in user-friendly formats (interactive SoFs)

So, what is the right treatment for John? Hold on, there is more to it….
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Example of adding technology to advances in EBM 
Digitally structured, computable and multilayered guideline content

PICOs, evidence summaries (including individual outcomes) and recommendations 

can be exported/ imported and updated one at a time, with full version control

Version control
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Enhance processes for efficiency and reduced waste
Our MAGIC lab to innovate the evidence ecosystem, why did we end up doing almost all systematic 
reviews ourselves, across 22 guidelines?
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A guideline answering John, beware multiple options
NMA-update with 10 000 effect estimates, straight from R to MATCH-IT tool

John chose a GLP1-RA through shared decision-making

How share, re-use and dynamically update such complex evidence?

Machine versus human readable (visualizing data)?

https://matchit.magicevidence.org/230125dist-diabetes3/#!/sof/data-set/diabetes-cvd
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COVID-19 breakthrough for living guidelines 
Living evidence is here to stay: a call for action while adding challenges 
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Living guidelines enhancing the evidence ecosystem now
Powered by living systematic reviews and NMA for COVID-19 clinical management

06/05/21
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Wishes and key challenges, within the evidence ecosystem
Premise: Guidelines useful end-products to get health data and evidence right
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In summary: Moving forward together for trusted evidence
Need to close the loop and show we can truly share data, evidence and work globally

Word of caution: Warrants explicit agreement on and use of best current

803 trials (462 000 pts)

flow of new diabetes drugs


